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The following description of the high-speed disks is proposed as 
an addition to Chapter 7 of the 7000 Manual. 

1. Description 

High-speed disks provide large capacity external storage to eupple- 
ment internal core memory with emphasie placed on hi h rater of data trans-
mission. Each disk unit har a capacity of 4,194,304 ( 25 2) words,  Data m a y  
be tranemftted between external storage and internal memory at a rate of one 
ful l  memory word in about 3.5 microseconds. 

A high-speed disk system coneiets of up to 32 magnetic disk unite 
and a common desk control unit. Becauim of the high data transmission rate, 
thie eyrrtem ha8 to be attached to the high-speed exchange. Each of the 32 
disk units has i t0  own channel address and thus can be addressed directly by 
meam of the left effective addrslagi of an inetruction, even though all the units 
share PL common control unit. However, only one dilsk unit at a time can be 
engaged in data transmiesion. Simultaneoue reading and writing on one unit, 
or reading or writing on more than one unit at one time is not possible. 

A single diek unit coneiater of 37 usable magnetically coated disks 
mounted on a common ehaft. Tbe shaft is driven at a constant speed of 1800 
rpm. The 37 diske are divided into two sets of 37 disk faces each, Each of 
these seta i s  equipped with a corr~sponding set of 37 readwri te  heads, so 
that there is one head permanently aaserociated with each disk face. One set 
of the 37 disk facers coveri all the even numbered tracks while the other set 
covctra all the odd numbered one$, Two consecutively umbered  tracks thue 
never a re  located on the same disk unit. This arrangement enableB the p o d -
tioning of heads on the next track during the time the previoure track is read 
ox written. 

Every data word transferred to or from the high-speed disks is ac-
companied by the 8 ECC (Error  Checking and Correction) bits used within 
the 7000 aystem. Information is handled in bytes of 37 bit8 each and is recor-
ded simultaneously on all the 37 parallel dilek faces. 32 of these bits a r e  data 
bite and a re  made up of one half of a memory word; the remaining 5 bite 
conaist of 4 ECC bits and one parity bit. A 64 bit word irs thue read or written 
i'ntwaconeecutive bit paeftions on a disk face. The 8 ECC bits of a memory 
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word a re  divided in two groupe of 4 bits each and a re  aesociated with a byte 
in such a way that it is possible later in the ECC checker to correct up to two 
e r ro r s  in  one data word, If two er rors  in one word occur,’the ECC s y ~ t c m  
~msuma8that the two error8 were made on the same di6k face, i . c , ,  the two 
erroneous bitm a re  always separated by 3 1  correct bits. No er ror  correction 
takes place in the high-speed exchange iteelf. 

Each dimk unit is srubdivided into a number of addressable locations 
called arcs. An a r c  contains 1024 words and is the armallest addrceeable -
storage unit in the high-speed disk syatem, There a re  8 a rcs  to  a track and 
512 concentric tracks in a pair of disk €aces, including an even-numbered 
and an odd-numbered di8k face. Since a memory word is handled in two bytes 
and each byte i e  recorded in parallel over the 37 disk facso, an a r c  can be 
considered a0 a cylindrical artorage mirface, extending axially ’over the 37 
disk faces and extending in the angular dimension over 2048 bits. Arcs are 
numbered consecutively from track to track as 0 through 4095, a total of 
2 12 arce. Since there are 1024 (21°) words per arc, there a re  8192 (213) 
words per track and a diek unit can contain a total of 4, 194, 304 (222) words. 
The maximum high-opeed disk system thus har a capacity of 134,217,728 
(Zz7) wordm, conrrfslting of 64 “&a bits each. The arc numbmi do not extend 
to  the next disk unit. 

The access time in the high-speed disk system depsnde upon the mode 
of operation and the difference between the presently selected and the desired 
addreases. When non-eequenttal access to any track is desired, positioning 
of the head13 m a y  take up to 175 rylilliseconde. This i s  the time required to 
move the heads from the Innermost to the outermost track, 0):vice versa, 
In addition, a maximum of 34 millieeconds, the time necessary for one revo-
lution, may be required to reach the desired atarting point within a track, 
The time required to  move the heads to an adjacent track in an odd-numbered 
or even-numbered set i s  not more than the time required for one revolution. 
Thus it i e  possible to transfer data to  or  from sequentially numbered arc0 
without waiting for accesB to  new tracke. , 

2, 

The highwepeed dieker do not have any keys and lights other than those 
required for curtomer engineer control, The power for the disks i e  turned on 
and off together with power for the main computer. The high-speed dieko do 
not require operator accesa, and they can be installed outeide of the operating 
area.  
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3. Disk Operation unjer Computer Control 

The present tsection describes the control and operation of the high- 
speed disk unite, Emphasis in this description is placed on the peculiaritiecs 
of the disk unite themselves. Since the high-speed disks have to be attached 
to  the high-speed exchange, the operational characteristics of the high-speed 
exchange also affect the operation of the disk eyartem. This, in particular, 
applies to simultaneous operation of units and to the treatment of the control 
word. These peculiarities of the high-epcsed exchange are  described in Sec-
tion 6 . 8  of the 7000 Manual, dated 9 /  11/58, and are  not repeated in this 
section. 

As far a s  control of data transmission is concerned, there a re  no 
blocks defined by the highmepeed disk eyetern itself. The multiple flag is 
therefore ignored. A diek record may extend over any number of consecutively 
numbered arcr ,  and the amount of information which can be transferred with one 
READ or WRITE inetruction i e  limited only by the capacity of the internal me- 
mory. The major restriction is that a block must start at the beginning of 8 
disk arc ,  and it can not go beyond arc  4095, tho last a r c  of a disk unit. If at-
tempt is made to read or write beyond a r c  4095, the EPK, Exchange Program 
Check, indication is given. If the number of words in  a block is not a multiple 
of 1024, the remainder of the last a rc  ured i e  erased on writing. A new block 
can not be placed closer than the next arc .  ' 

The starting a r c  fo r  an operation involving data transmission is 
selected by means of a LOCATE instruction, The a rc  ie identified by bits 
38 through 49 in the right effective address of the instruction; the left effsca 
tive address, as usually, contains the channel addrers and thus epecifies the 
disk unit. The LOCATE instruction cauaee the heads to poeition to the desired 
track, whereupon an End of Operation and a Unit Signal indication a re  given. 
The etarting a r c  within the track is retained within the disk unit, 

A subsequent READ or WRITE instruction addreepled t o  the aame disk 
unit will cause data transrfar to begin at the previously selected arc.  Before 
the data trurefer is initiated, the instruction, however, generally encounter ~9 

an average delay of 17 milliseconds, the time required for a half revolution, 
in order to locate the specified a rc  on the track, From then on data transfer 
continues for a0 many words a s  epecified in the control word, going t o  as many 
more a rcs  and tracka a s  nectbaaary. 

There are two ways of reducing the delay associated with locating the 
derrired a r c  on the track. One method mikkes use of the gap between two con- 
rsecutive arce.  At the end of a READ or  WRITE operation the disk remains 
$elected rat the a r c  immediately following the last one used. If another LOCATE 
instruction ie  not given, the next READ or WRITE instruction will start data 
transfer st thier a rc .  There ilsl a gap of at least 100 microsecond8 between arcs ,  0 
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which is normally long enough to allow the computer after receipt of an End 
of Operation indication to give another READ or WRITE instruqtion and to 
proceed without losing a disk revolution for 8cc 8s. When data transfer t o  
or  	f rom a f u l l  track has been completed, the ac  tess mechanism is automati-
cally positioned on the next track. 

A second way of minimizing a r c  acctees time is provided automati- 
cally by the-roll feature. If a f u l l  track of information is specified, reading 
or writing w i l l  begin at the very next a r c  to  pass under the heads, continuing 
for one fu l l  revolution without switching t racks,  The access time is then only 
that required to reach the next a rc ,  an average of 2 . 1  milliseconds. For the 
roll  feature to operate, it i e  necessary that 

1. LOCATE specify a sector addrere8 which is 0, 8,  or a 
multiple of 8 (the start  of any track).  

2. 	The CW specify a data word address which is 8192 o r  a 
multiple of 8192, and 

3. 	the C W  specify a word count of exactly 8192 (one full track). 

0 
If any of these conditians is not satisfied, the normal delays will be encountered. 

When the roll feature is aperating, memory addresses in the control 
word arc  modified so a s  to  correspond to the data actually transferred,  Data 
thus always appear in the correct locations after the transfer.  However, since: 
the transfer usually does not take place in the order specified in the original 
control word, the program should not attempt t o  alter the data being read or 
written this way while the operation is still in progress.  

At the end of an operation uaring the roll feature, the disk unit remains 
positioned at the next track. A eruccession of READ or  WRITE instructions 
ssatiofying the roll  conditions will use .successive tracks if no LOCATE instruc-
tione are given. 

Becau8o of the high data transmission rate, chaining and therefore 
rskipping in the disk units is not permitted, and a s  in the case of multiple flag, 
the chain and skip flags in the control word are ignored. 

A singla disk unit can execute only one READ, WRITE or  LOCATE 
instruction at a t ime, If the high-speed disk syetem contaigs more than one 
disk unit, any number of units can perform LOCATE operations simultaneously. 
It ie also posefble for one unit t o  be engaged in reading or  writing while other 
units are executing LOCATE instructions. However, only one operation in- 

'3 volving data transfer to  91:from the high-speed disks can take place at one time. 
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The COPY CONTROL WORD instruction also makes use of the data 
transmission facilities of the high-speed exchange, and therefore it can not be 
given whsntaa s k  unit ie reading or writing, The peculiarities of the COPY 
CONTROL WORD instruction in the high-speed exchange are described in 
Section 6 . 8  of the 7000 Manual. 

CONTROL instructions are not applicable to high-speed disk8. 
Whenever a CONTROL instruction is  addressed t o  a high-speed diek unit, 
an EPK, Exchange Program Check, indication is given. 

AP/pkb 



